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Chapter 1: 

ABSTRACT 

Artificial intelligence (AI) technology have revolutionised many elements of corporate operations in recent years, 

and human resource management (HRM) is no exception. The many functions and impacts of AI in the field of HRM 

are examined in this paper. This study attempts to shed light on how AI is changing traditional HR practices, the 

benefits it delivers, as well as the possible obstacles and ethical considerations it presents, by a thorough examination 

of the available research and empirical investigations. 

 

The study will examine how AI is used in HRM in a variety of contexts, such as hiring and selection procedures, 

performance management, employee engagement, and training and development programmes. It will look at how 

AI-powered solutions are improving accuracy and efficiency in HR tasks. Examples of these tools include chatbots 

for candidate conversation, resume screening algorithms, and predictive analytics for finding high-potential 

individuals. The project will also explore the ways in which AI may support inclusion and diversity in the workplace 

and enhance the work experience for employees. 

 

Additionally, the study will go over the possible drawbacks of implementing AI in HRM, including worries about 

algorithmic bias, data privacy, and the displacement of human labour. The ethical issues surrounding the use of AI 

to make critical HR decisions as well as the requirement for accountability and transparency in AI-driven processes 

will also be covered. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Artificial intelligence has taken on a whole new level of significance in the field of digital human resources in the 

wake of the Covid-19 pandemic’s global outbreak. Businesses from a variety of industries have had to reconsider 

their methods of operation, notably around human resources (HR), to meet the evolving requirements of their 

workforce. As a result, there has been a significant increase in the usage of modern HR technologies for routine HR 

tasks. 

The functional domain of HR practices is continuously being redefined by technological tools and solutions. To 

increase employee productivity and engagement, businesses are rapidly incorporating emerging technologies into 

their fundamental HR procedures, such as artificial intelligence (AI), the internet of things (IoT), and machine 

learning. 
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It has been difficult to transition to an operational paradigm that is tech-driven because established/older 

organizations rely largely on human labor. To meet organizational goals, however, HR technology has undergone 

ground-breaking innovation in recent years. This innovation aims to maximize human potential and competencies. 

Through the integration of human skills and technology competencies, organizations work to preserve a competitive 

edge in a fluctuating corporate ecosystem. The creative potential of human capital has enabled the HR department to 

go beyond its traditional back-office function and become an enabler of corporate growth and expansion. 

 

Chapter 2:  

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The influence of artificial intelligence (AI) on human resource management (HRM) is extensively studied across 

various scholarly works. Mariana Jatoba and her team (2019) explore the evolutionary path of AI research in HRM, 

revealing a diverse range of motivations, strategies, and applications observed in different academic and institutional 

contexts. Yusra Qamar and colleagues (2021) propose a comprehensive research plan aimed at facilitating the ethical 

integration of AI into HRM practices, highlighting the necessity for frameworks to guide this transition effectively. 

Moreover, Dr. Ramar Veluchamy and his collaborators (2021) shed light on AI’s role in mitigating biases in 

recruitment processes, particularly during sourcing, while acknowledging the persistent challenges in entirely 

eliminating biases. Qiong Jia et al. (2018) introduce a conceptual framework that intricately embeds AI into various 

HR functions, spanning from decision support to performance management, showcasing the transformative potential 

of AI in reshaping HR processes. A study by S.N. Premnath and A. Arun in 2020 underscores the relatively lower 

adoption of AI in HR practices among Indian companies, suggesting room for improved integration. Additionally, 

empirical research conducted by Dr. Garima Bhardwaj and her team (2020) provides concrete evidence of AI’s 

positive influence on fostering innovation and usability within HRM, highlighting its capacity to instigate 

organizational change. Furthermore, Mahmoud Khalifa et al. (2022) stress the pivotal role of AI in crisis management 

within HR, emphasizing its importance for both short- term survival and long-term growth strategies. These studies 

collectively emphasize the transformative potential of AI in optimizing HR functions, streamlining efficiency, and 

guiding strategic decision-making processes within organizational contexts. 

 

RESEARCH GAP: 

 

Reception and Execution Difficulties: One of the critical exploration holes in simulated intelligence in HRM relates 

to the difficulties looked during the reception and execution of computer-based intelligence frameworks. While there 

have been studies investigating the advantages of computer- based intelligence in HRM, there is an absence of 

examination zeroing in on the impediments experienced in the sending of artificial intelligence innovation, like 

opposition from representatives, moral contemplations, and change the executives’ procedures. Understanding these 

difficulties is critical for effective coordination and boundless acknowledgment of computer-based intelligence in 

HRM. 

Representative Experience and Insight: One more examination hole lies in the examination of representative 

encounters and discernments with respect to computer-based intelligence in HRM. Representatives are key partners 

in the execution of man-made intelligence frameworks, and their acknowledgment and trust are fundamental for 

viable use. Exploration ought to investigate what simulated intelligence means for worker encounters, including 

position fulfilment, commitment, and saw reasonableness. Besides, grasping workers’ interests, fears, and 

perspectives towards man-made intelligence in HRM can assist associations with creating procedures to moderate 

likely adverse results. 
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Influence on Human Asset Experts: The job of HR experts in a man-made intelligence driven HRM scene is another 

region that warrants research consideration. With the mix of man-made intelligence, the idea of HR work is supposed 

to altogether change. Examining the effect of man-made intelligence on HR experts’ jobs, abilities, and occupation 

fulfilment can give experiences into how associations can successfully use computer-based intelligence to increase 

HR capacities and backing key direction. Exploration ought to investigate the abilities and capabilities HR experts 

need to gain or create to flourish in a computer- based intelligence empowered HRM climate. 

Moral and Legitimate Ramifications: Man-made intelligence in HRM raises different moral and lawful worries 

that require further examination. Examination ought to dive into the moral contemplations connected with security, 

information assurance, and algorithmic straightforwardness. Also, the legitimate ramifications encompassing the 

utilization of computer-based intelligence in HRM, for example, consistence with work regulations and guidelines, 

should be analysed. Understanding and tending to these moral and legitimate difficulties will encourage mindful and 

moral artificial intelligence reception in HRM. 

Talent Acquisition: The HR functions of recruitment and training & development are where AI is most widely used 

in India. One of the first HR functions AI was utilised to enhance was recruiting and talent acquisition. AI has 

substantially shortened the time spent hiring new employees by automating regular tasks, from posting jobs to 

delivering job offers. We can use AI in other fields also such as Employee onboarding, employee engagement, 

employee compensation and benefits and employee rewards and recognition. 

Technological Advancements : This research examines the numerous characteristics of artificial intelligence as well 

as how HRM is affected by AI considering recent technological advancements, particularly in the field of information 

technology. Most businesses currently apply AI in their fields to manage staff and boost organisational productivity. 

A study is required to comprehend the perspectives and goals of the university seniors who will soon enrol in the 

institutions. Finally, a more thorough investigation can be conducted to comprehend the connection between 

perceived intentions for AI adoption and comfort. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. To comprehend the perspectives and goals of the university seniors who will soon enrol in the institutions. A 

more thorough investigation can be conducted to comprehend the connection between perceived intentions for AI 

adoption and comfort in HR field. 

2. To evaluate the precise impacts of AI adoption on HRM processes like hiring, performance management, 

and decision-making in terms of effectiveness, accuracy, and resource allocation. 

 

 

Chapter 3:  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

Research Approach: The research will adopt a mixed-methods approach, combining both quantitative and 

qualitative techniques to gather comprehensive insights into the effect and functionality of artificial intelligence (AI) 

in human resource management (HRM). 

Research Design: The study will utilize a cross-sectional design, examining the current state of AI implementation 

in HRM and its impact on various HR processes. This design will enable the collection of data at a specific point in 

time and facilitate the exploration of relationships between AI adoption and HRM outcomes. 
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Data Collection Methods: 

a. Quantitative: A structured survey questionnaire will be developed to collect quantitative data. The questionnaire 

will consist of close-ended questions to assess the extent of AI adoption, perceived benefits, challenges, and the 

impact of AI on HRM practices. 

b. Qualitative: Semi-structured interviews with HR professionals and managers will be conducted to gather in-depth 

insights into their experiences, perceptions, and challenges related to AI integration in HRM. 

Sampling Strategy: 

a. Target Population: The target population will consist of HR professionals, managers, and employees from various 

industries and organizations that have implemented AI in their HRM practices. 

b. Sampling Technique: A combination of purposive and convenient sampling will be employed. HR professionals 

and managers who have experience with AI adoption will be purposively selected, while employees will be selected 

conveniently from the organizations that have implemented AI. 

Data Collection Procedures: 

a. Quantitative: The survey questionnaire will be administered electronically using online survey platforms. The 

questionnaire will be distributed to the identified HR professionals and managers through professional networks, 

industry associations, and HRM conferences. 

b. Qualitative: In-depth interviews will be conducted face-to-face or through video conferencing platforms. The 

interviews will be audio-recorded with participants' consent, transcribed, and analyzed for thematic patterns and key 

findings. 

Data Analysis Methods: 

a. Quantitative: Descriptive statistics, such as frequencies and percentages, will be used to summarize the survey 

data. Inferential statistical techniques, such as correlation and regression analysis, will be employed to explore 

relationships between variables. 

b. Qualitative: Thematic analysis will be employed to identify and interpret patterns, themes, and key findings from 

the interview transcripts. The analysis will involve coding, categorizing, and organizing the qualitative data to draw 

meaningful conclusions. 

Validity and Reliability: 

a. Validity: To ensure the validity of the study, the survey questionnaire will be pre- tested with a small sample of HR 

professionals to assess its clarity, relevance, and appropriateness. Additionally, multiple data sources (survey and 

interviews) will be used to triangulate findings and enhance the validity of the results. 

b. Reliability: To enhance the reliability of the study, the survey questionnaire will be carefully designed using 

established scales and validated instruments. Clear instructions and standardized procedures will be provided to both 

survey respondents and interviewers to minimize potential biases and inconsistencies. 
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DATA ANALYSIS: 

 

Position : (Rank) 
Gender 

Total 
Male Female 

Entry Level 
116 84 200 

56.86 57.93 57.31 

Mid - level 
48 36 84 

23.53 24.83 24.07 

Senior - level 
21 20 41 

10.29 13.79 11.75 

Manger 
19 5 24 

9.31 3.45 6.88 

Total 
204 145 349 

100.00 100.00 100.00 

 

 

 

Interpretation: The above percentages indicate the proportion of each gender within each position category. For 

example, in the "Entry Level" category, (56.86%) of the total employees are male, and (57.93%) are female. In the 

"Mid-Level" category, (23.53%) are male, and (24.83%) are female. In the “Senior Level” category, (10.29%) of the 

total employees are male, and (13.79%) are female. Similarly, In the "Manger Level" category, (9.31%) are male, 

and (3.45%) are female. The total percentage sums up to 100% within each category. 
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Factor 1: Recruitment and Selection Strongly Agree Agree Neutral  Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

AI has positively influenced the speed of 
our recruitment and selection process? 189 133 32 5 2 

  38.41 20.37 12.70 14.71 15.38 
Do AI algorithms provides accuracy in the 
initial screening phase of the recruitment 
process? 

80 216 56 7 2 

  16.26 33.08 22.22 20.59 15.38 
AI contributed to a more diverse and 
inclusive workforce in our organization 123 129 92 13 4 

  25 19.75 36.51 38.24 30.77 
AI has improved the fairness and 
transparency of the recruitment and 
selection process? 

100 175 72 9 5 

  20.33 26.80 28.57 26.47 38.46 
Total 492 653 252 34 13 

 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 

 

 

 

Interpretation: - 

AI's Influence on Speed of Recruitment and Selection Process: Nearly (38.41%) of respondents strongly agree 

that AI has positively influenced the speed of the recruitment and selection process, while (20.37%) agree with this 

statement. This indicates a significant proportion of respondents acknowledging AI's role in expediting the hiring 

process. However, (14.71%) disagree and (15.38%) strongly disagree with this statement, suggesting a notable 

minority sceptical about or opposing the idea of AI's impact on process speed. About (12.70%) express neutrality, 

indicating uncertainty or lack of a strong opinion on the matter.  
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Accuracy of AI Algorithms in Initial Screening Phase: A smaller proportion (16.26%) strongly agrees that AI 

algorithms provide accuracy in the initial screening phase, while a larger percentage (33.08%) agrees. This indicates 

general confidence in AI's ability to effectively screen candidates. However, (20.59%) disagree and (15.38%) strongly 

disagree with this statement, suggesting scepticism or opposition to the effectiveness of AI algorithms in initial 

screening. About (22.22%) express neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of a strong opinion on the matter. 

Contribution of AI to a More Diverse and Inclusive Workforce: Roughly a quarter (25%) strongly agrees that AI 

has contributed to a more diverse and inclusive workforce, while (19.75%) agree with this statement. This suggests 

a significant portion of respondents recognizing AI's role in promoting diversity and inclusion. However, (38.24%) 

disagree and (30.77%) strongly disagree with this statement, indicating scepticism or disagreement with the idea of 

AI's contribution to workforce diversity and inclusion. About (36.51%) express neutrality, indicating uncertainty or 

lack of a strong opinion on the matter.  

AI's Impact on Fairness and Transparency of Recruitment and Selection Process: Approximately (20.33%) 

strongly agree that AI has improved the fairness and transparency of the recruitment and selection process, while 

(26.80%) agree with this statement. This indicates a significant portion of respondents acknowledging AI's potential 

to enhance fairness and transparency. However, (26.47%) disagree and (38.46%) strongly disagree with this 

statement, suggesting scepticism or disagreement with the idea of AI improving fairness and transparency. About 

(28.57%) express neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of a strong opinion on the matter 

Overall, the interpretation of the table suggests a mixed perception regarding the impact of AI on the recruitment and 

selection process. While some respondents acknowledge AI's potential to improve speed, accuracy, diversity, 

inclusion, fairness, and transparency, others express scepticism or disagreement with these ideas. The substantial 

percentages of respondents expressing neutrality indicate uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on these matters. 

 

 

 

Factor 2: ONBOARDING Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral  Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 
AI technology contributed to a smoother onboarding 
experience in terms of information accessibility and 
process it efficiency 

152 158 41 7 3 

  38.41 20.37 12.7 14.71 15.38 
AI tools have been in facilitating your integration into the 
company culture during onboarding process 92 188 64 14 3 

  16.26 33.08 22.22 20.59 15.38 
AI support personalized onboarding experiences based on 
individual learning styles and preferences 

127 153 66 11 4 

  25 19.75 36.51 38.24 30.77 
AI has helped in speeding up the onboarding process 
without compromising the quality of training 120 167 62 11 1 

  20.33 26.8 28.57 26.47 38.46 
Total 492 653 252 34 13 
  100 100 100 100 100 
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Interpretation: - 

 

AI Technology's Contribution to a Smoother Onboarding Experience in Terms of Information Accessibility 

and Process Efficiency:  

A significant percentage (38.41%) strongly agree, (20.37%) agree of respondents believe that AI technology has 

contributed to a smoother onboarding experience in terms of information accessibility and process efficiency. 

However, there's also a notable portion (15.38%) strongly disagree, (14.71%) disagree expressing scepticism or 

disagreement with this idea. About (12.7%) express neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the 

matter. 

 

AI Tools in Facilitating Integration into Company Culture During Onboarding Process: 

A considerable number of respondents (33.08%) agree, (16.26%) strongly agree believe that AI tools have facilitated 

their integration into the company culture during the onboarding process. However, a significant portion (15.38%) 

strongly disagree, (20.59%) disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. About (22.22%) express 

neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 

 

AI Support for Personalized Onboarding Experiences Based on Individual Learning Styles and Preferences: 

Some respondents (25%) strongly agree, (19.75%) agree believe that AI supports personalized onboarding 

experiences based on individual learning styles and preferences. However, a considerable percentage (30.77%) 

strongly disagree, (38.24%) disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. About (36.51%) express 

neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 

 

AI's Help in Speeding Up the Onboarding Process Without Compromising the Quality of Training: 

While some respondents (26.8%) agree, (20.33%) strongly agree believe that AI has helped in speeding up the 

onboarding process without compromising the quality of training, a significant portion (38.46%) strongly disagree, 
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(26.47%) disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. About (28.57%) express neutrality, 

indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 

 

Overall, the interpretation of the table suggests a mixed perception regarding the impact of AI on the onboarding 

process. While some respondents acknowledge potential benefits, others express scepticism or disagreement. The 

substantial percentages of respondents expressing neutrality indicate uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on these 

matters. 

 

 

FACTOR 3: TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral  Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 
  148 163 44 6 0 

AI has impacted employee training and 
development program within IT companies 29.54 24.08 19.21 17.14 0.00 

  120 178 54 9 0 
AI-driven personalized learning paths align well 

with your professional development goals 23.95 26.29 23.58 25.71 0.00 

  116 162 72 10 1 
AI identify and address skill gaps in the training 

and development programs 23.15 23.93 31.44 28.57 50.00 

  117 174 59 10 1 
AI being involved in performance feedback and 

suggestions for personalized learning 
opportunities 

23.35 25.70 25.76 28.57 50.00 

  501 677 229 35 2 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Interpretation: - 

AI Impact on Training and Development Programs: 

Nearly a third of respondents (29.54%) strongly agree that AI has impacted employee training and development 

programs within IT companies, while (24.08%) agree. A significant proportion (19.21%) express neutrality on the 

statement, indicating uncertainty or lack of a strong opinion. About (17.14%) disagree with the statement, suggesting 

scepticism about the impact of AI on training and development programs. Notably, no respondents strongly disagree 

with the statement, indicating a lack of outright rejection of the idea that AI has impacted training and development 

programs. 

  

AI-driven Personalized Learning Paths Alignment with Professional Development Goals: 

Roughly a quarter of respondents strongly agree (23.95%) and agree (26.29%) that AI-driven personalized learning 

paths align well with their professional development goals. A similar proportion (23.58%) expresses neutrality on the 

statement, indicating uncertainty or lack of a strong opinion. About a quarter (25.71%) disagree with the statement, 

suggesting doubts about the alignment between AI-driven personalized learning paths and professional development 

goals, no respondents strongly disagree with the statement. 

AI Identifying and Addressing Skill Gaps in Training and Development Programs: 

A notable percentage of respondents (23.15%) strongly agree and agree (23.93%) that AI effectively identifies and 

addresses skill gaps in training and development programs. A larger proportion (31.44%) expresses neutrality on the 

statement, indicating uncertainty or lack of a strong opinion. Roughly a quarter (28.57%) disagree with the statement, 

suggesting doubts about AI's effectiveness in identifying and addressing skill gaps. A substantial percentage (50.00%) 

of respondents strongly disagree with the statement, indicating a firm belief that AI does not effectively identify and 

address skill gaps. 
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AI Involvement in Performance Feedback and Suggestions for Personalized Learning Opportunities: 

A notable percentage of respondents (23.35%) strongly agree and agree (25.70%) that AI being involved in providing 

performance feedback and suggestions for personalized learning opportunities is beneficial. A similar proportion 

(25.76%) expresses neutrality on the statement, indicating uncertainty or lack of a strong opinion. Roughly a quarter 

(28.57%) disagree with the statement, suggesting doubts about AI's effectiveness in providing performance feedback 

and suggestions for personalized learning opportunities. Half of the respondents (50.00%) strongly disagree with the 

statement, indicating a firm belief that AI should not be involved in providing performance feedback and personalized 

learning suggestions. 

 

Overall, the interpretation of the table suggests a mixed perception regarding the role and effectiveness of AI in 

training and development programs within IT companies. While some respondents strongly support AI's impact and 

effectiveness, others express doubts or outright disagreement, indicating the need for further exploration and 

refinement of AI-driven approaches in this domain. 

 

 

Factor-4: Performance 
Management 

Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral  Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 
  156 169 32 3 1 

AI has positively impacted the 
accuracy and fairness of 
performance evaluations 

28.16 25.61 16.75 9.68 12.50 

  133 179 41 8 0 
AI has been utilized for 

performance evaluation and 
feedback mechanism in IT 

organization 

24.01 27.12 21.47 25.81 0.00 

  131 159 59 7 5 
The use of AI in performance 
management lead to a better 
understanding of individual 

strengths and areas for 
improvement 

23.65 24.09 30.89 22.58 62.50 

  134 153 59 13 2 
AI being involved in providing 

performance-related feedback and 
recommendations makes you feel 

comfortable 

24.19 23.18 30.89 41.94 25.00 

  554 660 191 31 8 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Interpretation: - 

Positive Impact of AI on Accuracy and Fairness of Performance Evaluations: 

About (28.16%) of respondents strongly agree that AI has positively impacted the accuracy and fairness of 

performance evaluations, while (25.61%) agree with this statement. This indicates a significant portion of 

respondents acknowledging AI's role in improving the accuracy and fairness of evaluations. However, (9.68%) 

disagree and (12.50%) strongly disagree with this statement, suggesting scepticism or opposition to the idea of AI 

improving accuracy and fairness. About (16.75%) express neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of a strong opinion 

on the matter. 

 

Utilization of AI for Performance Evaluation and Feedback Mechanism in IT Organizations: 

Roughly a quarter (24.01%) strongly agrees that AI has been utilized for performance evaluation and feedback 

mechanism in IT organizations, while (27.12%) agree with this statement. This suggests a significant portion of 

respondents acknowledging the use of AI in performance evaluation and feedback. However, (25.81%) disagree with 

this statement, indicating scepticism or disagreement with the idea of AI being utilized in performance evaluation 

and feedback mechanisms. About (21.47%) express neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of a strong opinion on 

the matter. No respondents strongly disagree with the statement. 

Impact of AI in Performance Management on Understanding Individual Strengths and Areas for 

Improvement: 

Approximately (23.65%) strongly agree and (24.09%) agree that the use of AI in performance management leads to 

a better understanding of individual strengths and areas for improvement. This indicates a significant portion of 

respondents acknowledging AI's role in enhancing understanding of individual performance. However, (22.58%) 

disagree and (62.50%) strongly disagree with this statement, suggesting scepticism or disagreement with the idea of 

AI improving understanding of individual strengths and areas for improvement. About (30.89%) express neutrality, 

indicating uncertainty or lack of a strong opinion on the matter. 
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Comfort Level with AI's Involvement in Providing Performance-related Feedback and Recommendations: 

Roughly a quarter (24.19%) strongly agree and (23.18%) agree that AI being involved in providing performance-

related feedback and recommendations makes them feel comfortable. This suggests a significant portion of 

respondents feeling comfortable with AI's involvement in performance-related feedback. However, (41.94%) 

disagree with this statement, indicating discomfort or disagreement with the idea of AI being involved in providing 

performance- related feedback and recommendations. (25.00%) strongly disagree with this statement About (30.89%) 

express neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of a strong opinion on the matter. 

Overall, the interpretation of the table suggests a mixed perception regarding the impact of AI on performance 

management. While some respondents acknowledge AI's potential to improve accuracy, fairness, understanding of 

individual performance, and comfort level with feedback mechanisms, others express scepticism or discomfort with 

these ideas. The substantial percentages of respondents expressing neutrality indicate uncertainty or lack of strong 

opinion on these matters. 

Factor-5: Employee Engagement & 
Retention 

Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral  Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 
  157 157 42 3 2 

AI-driven initiatives is impacting on 
fostering a sense of purpose and 

connection in your work 
31.53 23.50 17.43 10.34 25.00 

  109 191 54 4 3 
AI tools have improved communication and 
collaboration among team members in the 

organization 
21.89 28.59 22.41 13.79 37.50 

  119 153 77 11 1 
AI contribute to recognizing and 

appreciating employee contributions and 
achievements 

23.90 22.90 31.95 37.93 12.50 

  113 167 68 11 2 
AI-driven tools being utilized to enhance 

employee well-being and work-life balance 22.69 25.00 28.22 37.93 25.00 

  113.00 176.00 55.00 10.00 7.00 
The role of AI in enhancing employee 

engagement and retention strategies with 
the IT industry is crucial 

22.69 26.35 22.82 34.48 87.50 

  119.00                                  152.0011 72.00 13.00 5.00 
AI contributes to understanding and 
addressing employee concerns and 

dissatisfaction before they escalate? 
23.90 22.75 29.88 44.83 62.50 

  115.00 170.00 56.00 16.00 4.00 
AI helps in identifying and retaining high-

performing employees within the 
organization? 

23.09 25.45 23.24 55.17 50.00 

  498 668 241 29 8 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Interpretation: - 

AI-driven Initiatives Impact on Fostering a Sense of Purpose and Connection in Work: 

A significant portion of respondents (31.53%) strongly agree, (23.50%) agree believe that AI- driven initiatives are 

impacting fostering a sense of purpose and connection in their work. However, a considerable percentage (25.00%) 

strongly disagree, (10.34%) disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this idea. About (17.43%) express 

neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 

Improvement of Communication and Collaboration Among Team Members by AI Tools: 

A notable percentage (21.89%) strongly agree, (28.59%) agree of respondents believe that AI tools have improved 

communication and collaboration among team members. Conversely, a significant portion (37.50%) strongly 

disagree, (13.79%) disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. About (22.41%) express 

neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 

 

Contribution of AI to Recognizing and Appreciating Employee Contributions and Achievements: 

Some respondents (23.90%) strongly agree, (22.90%) agree believe that AI contributes to recognizing and 

appreciating employee contributions and achievements. However, a significant percentage (37.93%) strongly 

disagree, (12.50%) disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. About (31.95%) express 

neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 

 

Utilization of AI-driven Tools to Enhance Employee Well-being and Work-life Balance: 

A significant portion (22.69%) strongly agree, (25.00%) agree of respondents believe that AI- driven tools are utilized 

to enhance employee well-being and work-life balance. Conversely, a notable percentage (37.93%) disagree, 

(25.00%) strongly disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. About (28.22%) express 

neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 
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The Role of AI in Enhancing Employee Engagement and Retention Strategies with the IT Industry is Crucial: 

While some respondents (22.69%) strongly agree, (26.35%) agree believe that the role of AI in enhancing employee 

engagement and retention strategies is crucial, a substantial percentage (87.50%) strongly disagree, (34.48%) 

disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. About (22.82%) express neutrality, indicating 

uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 

 

AI's Contribution to Understanding and Addressing Employee Concerns and Dissatisfaction Before They 

Escalate: 

Some respondents (23.90%) strongly agree, (22.75%) agree believe that AI contributes to understanding and 

addressing employee concerns and dissatisfaction before they escalate. However, a notable percentage (62.50%) 

strongly disagree, (44.83%) disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. About (29.88%) express 

neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 

 

AI's Help in Identifying and Retaining High-performing Employees within the Organization: 

While some respondents (23.09%) strongly agree, (25.45%) agree believe that AI helps in identifying and retaining 

high-performing employees, a significant portion (50.00%) strongly disagree, (55.17%) disagree express scepticism 

or disagreement with this statement. About (23.24%) express neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of strong 

opinion on the matter. 

 

Overall, the interpretation of the table suggests a mixed perception regarding the impact of AI on employee 

engagement and retention. While some respondents acknowledge potential benefits, others express scepticism or 

disagreement. The substantial percentages of respondents expressing neutrality indicate uncertainty or lack of strong 

opinion on these matters. 

 

 

Factor-6: Compensation Management 
Strongly 

Agree Agree Neutral  Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

  162 149 47 3 0 
AI has positively influenced the fairness and equity 

in the distribution of compensation across the 
organization 

32.14 23.21 17.47 12.00 0.00 

  105 189 61 5 1 
AI algorithms used in determining compensation 

structures and bonuses are transparency 20.83 29.44 22.68 20.00 25.00 

  120 141 94 4 2 
The use of AI in compensation management 

adequately account for individual performance and 
contributions 

23.81 21.96 34.94 16.00 50.00 
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  117 163 67 13 1 
AI being involved in salary negotiations and 

adjustments based on market trends are 
comfortable 

23.21 25.39 24.91 52.00 25.00 

  504 642 269 25 4 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

            
 

 

 

Interpretation: - 

AI's Positive Influence on Fairness and Equity in Compensation Distribution: 

A significant percentage (32.14%) strongly agree, (23.21%) agree of respondents believe that AI has positively 

influenced the fairness and equity in the distribution of compensation across the organization. Importantly, there are 

no respondents who strongly disagree with this statement, indicating a generally positive perception in this aspect. 

However (12.00%) disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. About (17.47%) express 

neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 

 

Transparency of AI Algorithms Used in Determining Compensation Structures and Bonuses: 

Some respondents (29.44%) agree, (20.83%) strongly agree believe that AI algorithms used in determining 

compensation structures and bonuses are transparent. However, a notable portion (25.00%) strongly disagree, 

(20.00% disagree) express scepticism or disagreement with this statement, About (22.68%) express neutrality, 

indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 
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AI's Adequate Accounting for Individual Performance and Contributions in Compensation Management: 

A portion of respondents (34.94%) neutral, (23.81%) strongly agree and (21.96%) agree believe that the use of AI in 

compensation management adequately accounts for individual performance and contributions. However, there is also 

a significant percentage (50.00%) strongly disagree, (16.00%) disagree expressing scepticism or disagreement with 

this statement. 

 

Comfort Level with AI's Involvement in Salary Negotiations and Adjustments Based on Market Trends: 

While some respondents (25.39%) agree, (23.21%) strongly agree are comfortable with AI being involved in salary 

negotiations and adjustments based on market trends, a substantial portion (25.00%) strongly disagree, (52.00%) 

disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. About (24.91%) express neutrality, indicating 

uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 

 

Overall, the interpretation of the table suggests mixed perceptions regarding the impact of AI on compensation 

management. While some respondents acknowledge potential benefits, such as fairness and transparency, others 

express scepticism or discomfort, particularly concerning AI's role in determining individual compensation based on 

performance and market trends. 

 

 

Factor-7: Career Path 
Strongl
y Agree Agree 

Neutra
l  

Disagre
e 

Strongly 
Disagre

e 
  167 149 36 5 4 

AI has positively impacted the clarity and 
transparency of career progression opportunities 

within the organization? 
30.09 23.21 18.46 17.86 16.67 

  109 193 49 6 4 
AI-driven tools that provide personalized career 
development recommendations based on your 

skills and goals 
19.64 30.06 25.13 21.43 16.67 

  142 146 60 8 5 
AI effectively identify and suggest relevant training 

and skill development opportunities for your career 
growth 

25.59 22.74 30.77 28.57 20.83 

  137 154 50 9 11 
AI being involved in succession planning and 

identifying potential leaders within the organization 24.68 23.99 25.64 32.14 45.83 

  555 642 195 28 24 

Total 100.00 100.0
0 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Interpretation: - 

Positive Impact of AI on Clarity and Transparency of Career Progression Opportunities: 

A significant percentage (30.09%) strongly agree, (23.21%) agree of respondents believe that AI has positively 

impacted the clarity and transparency of career progression opportunities within the organization. However, a notable 

portion (16.67%) strongly disagree, (17.86%) disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. About 

(18.46%) express neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 

 

AI-driven Tools Providing Personalized Career Development Recommendations: 

Some respondents (30.06%) agree, (19.64%) strongly agree believe that AI-driven tools provide personalized career 

development recommendations based on their skills and goals. However, a significant percentage (16.67%) strongly 

disagree, (21.43%) disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. About (25.13%) express 

neutrality, indicating uncertainty or lack of strong opinion on the matter. 

 

AI's Effectiveness in Identifying and Suggesting Relevant Training and Skill Development Opportunities: 

A portion of respondents (25.59%) strongly agree, (22.74%) agree and (30.77%) neutral, believe that AI effectively 

identifies and suggests relevant training and skill development opportunities for their career growth. However, there 

is also a significant percentage (20.83%) strongly disagree, (28.57%) disagree expressing scepticism or disagreement 

with this statement. 

 

AI's Involvement in Succession Planning and Identifying Potential Leaders within the Organization: 

While some respondents (24.68%) strongly agree, (23.99%) agree and (25.64%) neutral believe that AI is involved 

in succession planning and identifying potential leaders within the organization, a substantial portion (45.83%) 

strongly disagree, (32.14%) disagree express scepticism or disagreement with this statement. 
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Overall, the interpretation of the table suggests mixed perceptions regarding the impact of AI on career paths. While 

some respondents acknowledge potential benefits, such as clarity and personalized recommendations, others express 

scepticism or discomfort, particularly concerning AI's involvement in succession planning and identifying potential 

leaders. 

 

Chapter 4:  

Result and Discussion 

 

Recruitment and Selection: 

The results indicate a accepted opinion among respondents regarding the potential positive impact of AI on executing 

recruitment and selection processes. Over 58% either strongly agree or agree with this notion. However, around 30% 

express disagreement regarding AI's effect on process speed. Additionally, opinions are divided regarding AI's 

contribution to workforce diversity and inclusivity, with about 45% expressing disagreement or strong disagreement. 

Similarly, there is uncertainty or lack of strong opinion regarding AI's enhancement of fairness and transparency in 

recruitment and selection, with approximately 38% expressing neutrality. 

Onboarding: 

The survey reveals divergent perspectives on AI's role in improving the onboarding experience. While a significant 

proportion, approximately 59%, acknowledges AI's potential to contribute to a smoother onboarding process in terms 

of information accessibility and efficiency, around 30% express scepticism or disagreement. Similar variations are 

observed in respondents' views on AI's facilitation of integration into company culture, personalized onboarding 

experiences, and speeding up the onboarding process without compromising quality. Approximately 30- 40% of 

respondents express disagreement or strong disagreement on these aspects. 

Training and Development: 

Regarding training and development, respondents' opinions are mixed. While about 53% recognize AI's impact on 

employee training and development programs, with nearly 30% strongly agreeing, reservations exist among others, 

with approximately 36% expressing scepticism or disagreement. Similarly, views diverge on AI's effectiveness in 

providing personalized learning paths aligned with professional development goals, identifying and addressing skill 

gaps, and involvement in performance feedback. Approximately 30-50% express disagreement or strong 

disagreement on these aspects. 

 

Performance Management: 

The findings concerning AI's impact on performance management reflect varying perceptions. While a significant 

proportion, nearly 54%, acknowledges AI's potential to positively impact the accuracy and fairness of performance 

evaluations, reservations exist among others, with approximately 40% expressing scepticism or disagreement. 

Similar disparities are observed in respondents' views on AI's utilization for performance evaluation and feedback, 

understanding individual strengths and areas for improvement, and involvement in providing performance-related 

feedback and recommendations. Approximately 50-62% express disagreement or strong disagreement on these 

aspects. 
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Employee Engagement & Retention: 

The survey reveals diverse opinions regarding AI's effect on employee engagement and retention strategies. While 

around 54% acknowledge AI's potential to foster a sense of purpose and connection in work, reservations exist among 

others, with approximately 35% expressing scepticism or disagreement. Similarly, perspectives differ on AI's role in 

improving communication and collaboration, recognizing employee contributions, enhancing well-being and work-

life balance, and understanding and addressing employee concerns. Approximately 35-63% express disagreement or 

strong disagreement on these aspects. 

 

Compensation Management: 

Regarding compensation management, respondents' opinions are split. While about 55% acknowledge AI's potential 

to positively influence the fairness and equity in compensation distribution, reservations exist among others, with 

approximately 12% expressing scepticism or disagreement. Similarly, views diverge on the transparency of AI 

algorithms, adequacy in accounting for individual performance, and comfort with AI's involvement in salary 

negotiations. Approximately 25-50% express disagreement or strong disagreement on these aspects. 

 

Career Path: 

The findings regarding AI's impact on career paths depict a mix of perspectives. While around 54% acknowledge 

AI's potential to positively impact the clarity and transparency of career progression opportunities, reservations exist 

among others, with approximately 34% expressing scepticism or disagreement. Similarly, opinions vary on AI-driven 

tools providing personalized career development recommendations, effectiveness in identifying and suggesting 

relevant training opportunities, and involvement in succession planning. Approximately 35- 46% express 

disagreement or strong disagreement on these aspects. 

These findings underscore the nuanced nature of integrating AI into HR practices, with varying levels of acceptance, 

scepticism, and uncertainty among respondents. 

 

Chapter 5: 

Conclusion and Future Scope 

The findings emphasize the importance of a balanced and cautious approach to integrating AI into HR practices. 

While AI holds promise in improving efficiency and effectiveness, organizations must address concerns surrounding 

diversity, fairness, transparency, and individualization. This involves: 

Continuous Evaluation and Refinement: Organizations should continually evaluate the performance of AI-driven HR 

practices and refine algorithms to mitigate biases and ensure fairness. Regular audits and reviews can help identify 

and address any discrepancies or issues that arise. 

Alignment with Organizational Values: AI-driven HR practices should align with organizational values and goals, 

prioritizing diversity, fairness, and transparency. Organizations must ensure that AI technologies support their 

commitment to creating inclusive and equitable workplaces. 

Communication and Collaboration: Transparent communication is essential in building trust and confidence in AI-

driven HR practices. Organizations should involve employees in discussions about AI integration, address their 

concerns, and provide opportunities for feedback and input. 
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Ethical Considerations: Ethical guidelines and principles should underpin AI integration in HR, guiding decision-

making processes and ensuring that AI technologies are used responsibly and ethically. Collaboration between HR 

professionals, technologists, and ethicists can help navigate the ethical complexities of AI integration. 

By adopting a balanced approach and addressing concerns proactively, organizations can harness the potential of AI 

to enhance HR practices while upholding principles of fairness, transparency, and inclusivity. 
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